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ABSTRACT

The requirement for WSMR to independently acquire and track the NASA Space Shuttle
presented WSMR with one of the basic problems associated with missile and air defense
systems - acquiring and maintaining a precision track of an incoming target. The popular
solution is to use two radars--a broad beam for acquisition and a narrow beam for
precision track. The WSMR solution is the S-Band Acquisition and Tracking System
(SATS) which uses two existing passive telemetry trackers (J-10 and J-67) in conjunction
with WSMR precision track radars. The existence of an S-Band transmitter in the Shuttle
made the use of the Telemetry trackers possible.

INTRODUCTION

Prior to Space Shuttle, telemetry trackers at WSMR had been used as a signal gathering
source only. However, it was believed that the telemetry trackers could indeed track a
target fairly accurately and, therefore, efforts began to create a new role for telemetry, one
which it was not originally designed for, that of an accurate tracking device.

Included in this report are the basic concept of the SATS, the new telemetry encoder
calibration procedures, filter processing techniques and new real-time diagnostics.

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

A major difference between the Telemetry trackers and an acquisition radar is the fact they
do not measure range. Hence, given angle measurements from two trackers, range must be
solved for. The particular real-time solution used by WSMR is presented below. (Refer to
Figure 1.)



Define

where S1 S2 are tracking stations, P is target position,                are unit vectors.

From the geometry we have the vector equations, with unknown R1 and R2

(1)

Two scalar equations result from the inner product of (1) with           and                     

which are easily solved for unknowns R1 and R2

It should be noted that errors exist in the observations and, therefore, the two position
vectors will differ. Hence, the final range product will be an average of the two “half”
solutions.

ERROR ANALYSIS/SIMULATIONS

The accuracy to which position data can be determined is a function of the accuracy of the
angle measurements and the relative geometry of the target and trackers. A simple model
was developed for the analysis of the interactions of these two factors.



Referring to Figure 2, equal and opposite angular biases ()1) were assumed and range
errors ()R) were calculated where:

This simple two dimensional error picture proved to be a very accurate prediction of the
expected SATS error.

Table I shows expected range errors at various baselines for various angular errors at 1000
miles, the Space Shuttle horizon range. One important item to note is that even if the
telemetry encoder bias errors were reduced to that of radar (±.2 milliradians) the range
error would still be greater than the range acquisition gate at the maximum baseline for the
telemetry trackers of 60 miles.

INITIAL TESTS/CALIBRATIONS

On initial tracks of the Geos-C satellite the uncalibrated J-10 and J-67 SATS solution
produced the range errors in Table II. Obviously, these range errors were not useable for
positioning requirements. Hence, the need for a calibration technique and analysis was
investigated. Using an N-station radar calibration program developed at WSMR by O. P.
Kroeger called WIDGET, the telemetry tracking accuracies were established. This analysis
technique worked well, but the satellite tests were too expensive and infrequent. Therefore
a new calibration procedure was established. Basically, the procedure was to use an
existing boresight tower located near the sites. An interesting discovery was the existence
of a significant difference in calibration consistency for the two sites. The tower associated
with one site had a directional antenna (15E beam width) along with signal output available
in milliwatts. The other site’s tower had an omnidirectional antenna and power output in
watts. This resulted in severe multipath problems and, hence, inconsistencies in the
calibrations. This problem has been somewhat alleviated by lowering the output of the
tower.

The results using the calibration corrections were impressive. With cross checks using
Geos-C tracks and WIDGET analysis, bias levels for the trackers’ angles were within ±.5
milliradians (granularity of the encoders is presently ±.4 milliradians). Biases computed
using calibrated data are shown in Table II. While still outside of radars’ fine range gates
(±10,000 yards), radars used on the Shuttle have the ability to search in range while



slaving to angular position data (radar operators have noted to us that angles are the most
difficult part of acquisition). Hence, radars could properly “lock up on a target if the data
accuracy was within one range ambiguity (256,000 yards at 640 PRF).

REAL-TIME PROCESSING

For proper filtering and processing of the encoder in realtime, a spectral analysis of the
angular data was performed. What was learned is that the basic servo correlated noise
characteristics were similar to that of an FPS-16 radar, i.e., low frequency components
close to the data frequencies. Hence , a new set of cascaded lowpass realtime processing
filters were used (cutoff is about 1/4 cycle).

Also, a new real-time software/diagnostics were developed and implemented. This was a
dynamic telemetry tracker angular slew check. Combined with the boresight tower test,
daily tests of telemetry communications, tracker encoder hardware, angular bias offset
estimates could be made. These tests have been extremely powerful in pinpointing
hardware/commo problems.

In addition, the angular biases calculated from the boresight/satellite tests are inputted into
the real-time system so angular information from each station is bias corrected prior to any
real-time computations.

SHUTTLE SUPPORT

For STS1 - STS3, WSMR was the designated AOA or abort once around landing site.
WSMR was also the first stateside tracking station to view the Shuttle on its first nominal
pass in either case, WSMR was essentially on its own for the acquisition of the Shuttle. On
all three (3) Shuttle missions, the telemetry trackers were the first trackers to acquire the
Shuttle (by scanning the horizon) and on each mission, successfully positioned WSMR
radars onto the Columbia.

Horizon range for the Shuttle for WSMR telemetry was 1000 miles and the trackers
consistently acquired at the horizon. This was using a 15E - 20E scan of the horizon for
acquisition. The SATS system consistently positioned WSMR radars onto the Shuttle at
approximately 5E elevation or about 800 miles in range. The tracking errors for the Shuttle
appear in Table III.

Another important aspect of the SATS system is that it extended WSMR radar tracking
capabilities by as much as 200 miles. This was due to providing the radars with valid
pointing data after zone interference in which the radars could otherwise not reacquire. 



Some WSMR radars tracked the Shuttle to the horizon or to a range of approximately
1000 miles.

On STS3, when the Columbia landed at WSMR, the SATS system provided valid
positioning data well beyond NASA’s requirements. On landing, the telemetry stations
acquired at the horizon at approximately 550 miles and WSMR radars, using SATS data,
acquired at 1E in elevation at about 440 miles, thus providing NASA with valuable
position data.

TABLE I - SIMULATION RESULTS WITH TRACKING RANGE = 1000 MILES

Angular
Error

 (milliradians)

BL = 30 miles
Error in Yards

BL = 60 miles
Error in Yards

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9
1.0

11809
23779
35912
48212
60681
73324
86143
99143

112103
125473

5883
11806
17769
23773
29817
35902
42029
48197
54408
60661

BL = Baseline

TABLE II - CALIBRATED SATS ERROR GEOS-C TRACK

TRACKING
RANGE
(miles)

UNCALIBRATED
J-10/J-67

RANGE ERROR (YARDS)

CALIBRATE
J-10/J-67

RANGE ERROR (YARDS)

1720
1686
1653
1621
1588
1538

926722
907062
308416
746951
689782
580939

-73978
-10075
-56875
-25131
14610

-40712



TABLE III - SPACE SHUTTLE SATS TRACKING ERRORS

TRACKING
RANGE
(miles)

RANGE
ERROR
(yards)

AZ
ERROR
(milrads)

EL
ERROR
(milrads)

1000*
  900
  800**
  700
  550
  450***
  400
  350
  300

±27000
±24000
±21000
±10000
± 8000
± 5000
± 4700
± 3500
± 2500

±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5

±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5
±.5

* Initial Telemetry Orbit Acquisition
** Initial Radar Orbit Acquisition
*** Initial Radar Landing Acquisition

CONCLUSIONS

Using the very successful Space Shuttle missions as proof, WSMR has extended its
telemetry use into the area of a tracking source.

The SATS System has proven to be WSMR’s most reliable source for Space Shuttle.

The SATS System has extended WSMR radar track by as much as 200 miles.

We would be interested to hear of extended uses of telemetry trackers in the area of
position and velocity applications.

We can be contacted at AUTOVON 258-1620/5431 or write STEWS-NR-AM, Bldg 300,
WSMR, New Mexico 88002.
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